P-iy) = I ix, y)dpix). We are going to show that the obvious analogue persists on closed subsets of r, i.e., the multipliers of A \ F are precisely the almost everywhere restrictions to F of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.
Theorem. Suppose <p is a function on Y and FEY is closed. In order that <p\ F = fl\ F almost everywhere for some pEM(G), it is necessary and sufficient that (H) <pA | F C A | F.
[April If F is taken to be T we have the aforementioned result of Helson, while with F compact the result is trivial since there exists an / identically 1 on F. Of course this last assertion fails when F is noncompact. Thus our proof is actually designed for the case in which F is a proper, closed and noncompact subset of Y.
2. Just as in [2] , our proof ultimately rests on a theorem of Schoenberg [3] . However, the application we have in mind requires a mild alteration of the Schoenberg criterion. 4. It is worthwhile to notice that this result applies to pairs of functions related by a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. Suppose we are given functions <p, -n on Y with the property ¡pA EyA. Then iip/-n)A \ F EA\ F, where F denotes the closure of {y.yEY and n(y)^0}. By the theorem there exists a p in MiG) such that (<p/t})\ F = p\ F; and since <p vanishes everywhere rj does, the relation <p = rjp holds almost everywhere.
